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You are beautiful in spanish

In this lesson we will learn to speak beautiful you in Spanish. Remember that any word that describes the characteristics of people or objects in Spanish must match the word they describe in gender. How do you say you're beautiful in Spanish? How do you say something's nice? Here are some ways to say something is
nice in SpanishEl jardín es hermoso - The garden is a wonderful Ve verano es bello - Summer is beautifulEl poema es bello - The song is beautiful¡Qué preciosa casa! - How beautiful house San Francisco es un bella ciudad - San Francisco is the wonderful city of El bosque es muy bonito - The forest is very
beautifulWhat can I say that you are a beautiful woman in Spanish? To say that a woman is beautiful in Spanish, the word must be beautiful in female form. Women's words often end with a. See: Gender rules in SpanishLet's take a look at some examples below:Estás bella - You look beautifulEstás bonita - You look
beautiful/prettyEstás guapa - You look attractiveEstás hermosa - You look gorgeous Linda - You look gorgeousEres bella - You're lepaEres bonita - You are beautiful/prettyEres guapa - You are attractiveEres hermosa - You are gorgeousEres linda - You are lovelyHow to say You're handsome to a man in Spanish? To

tell a man that he looks nice, you need to change the adjechead of the male end (men's words often end with o). And adjectings mean the same for men. However, guapo means handsome, while guapa means attractive. For example: El es hermosoEres belloEres bonitoEres guapoEres hermosoEres lindoBello/Bella
means beautiful or lovely. It's a little formal and can be used to describe everything from clothes, looks, to people. Bonito/Bonita is more common than bello and can be used to describe everything. It also means beautiful, but it's less powerful. It's much closer to pretty or beautiful. Guapo/Guapa should be used to
describe an attractive person, especially a man. If you want to describe more people then, add with in the hermosa or hermoso. For example:They are beautiful - Ellas son hermosas (plural-feminine)They are beautiful - Ellos son hermosos (plural-masculine)See also: How to say Have a nice day in Spanish From the
usual terms: Good morning breathtaking - Buenos días hermosaHello beautiful - Hola hermosaVery beautiful - Muy hermosaKo is breathtaking - Que hermoso (muško)How it is breathtaking - Que hermosa (feminine) Spanish is a beautiful language. It's definitely being spoken by beautiful people. If you want to tell a
Valentine who speaks Spanish how attractive they are, you may not be sure how to say it. In Spanish there are many ways to say beautiful, just as there are many ways to say it in English: attractive, pretty, pretty, beautiful, cute, hot, fit, sexy, and so on. It appears that Beauty is a concept that people can't stop using new
words for. This article will show you some of the most common Spanish adjechaes for nice, and explain the finer points of their use. Read this article and you will never lack a way to tell a wonderful Spanish speaker that you like what they look like. 1. Bello / Bella – Beautiful Bello/bella is a safe, all-supervisory word that
you can use for the meaning of beautiful or lovely. It's a little formal, especially in Spain, but it can describe everything: beautiful people, beautiful clothes, beautiful view, beautiful mind. There's also a close-knit beauty, which means beauty. 2. Bonito / Bonita – Beautiful or Nice Bonito / bonita also means beautiful, but not
quite as strong as bello. It's closer or nice. This adjec a can be more common than bello and, like Bella, can describe anything - not just a person. Be careful if you see bonito on the menu. When used as a directory, the word refers to a type of fish that resembles tuna (and has the same name in English). 3. Guapo /
Guapa – Handsome Guapo/guapa is a word with few regional versions. Most often it describes an attractive person, especially a man, and is not really used for beautiful objects or places. In some regions of Spain, however, Guapo is used more liberally. As well as the importance of appealing in describing a person,
more generally it can mean something as cool or great. In other places, guapo can mean brave or bold. In some parts of Latin America, it can even mean bullying or bragging. One Puerto Rican commentator said that where he came from, he would say that a guapo man could definitely cause a fight. Do you know how
the word pretty in English is really only used for men, not women? Guapo's a little like that, but not that strong. You hear women being called guapa, but it's more common to hear them call them bonita. Men, on the other hand, are more likely to call themselves guapo than bonito. 4. Lindo / Linda – Lovely Lindo/linda is
more common in Latin America than in Spain (and is also very common in Brazilian Portuguese). It is similar in the sense of bonito/bonita: it can mean beautiful, beautiful, lovely, or beautiful. In Latin America, you can also use linda as a communicable. Ella canta linda, for example, means beautiful singing. 5.
Bueno/Buena – Good Looks You have certainly come across buena/buena before, as it is one of the most common adjechees – actually one of the most common words – in Spanish. Bueno usually means good, but he has some hidden tricks. If I told you about the girl I know, what do you think it means? To quote Bill
Clinton, it depends on what the meaning of the word is. Remember that in Spanish it can be está (from estar) or es (from ser). Ella es buena, means she is good in the sense that she is a good person. She's moral, she's good, and she's doing the right thing. (Similarly ella es little means she is (a) bad (person).) On the
other hand, if I say Ella está buena, I say he's handsome. If I want to nail a point home, I could even say ella está bueníssima – she is very attractive. 6. Hermoso/Hermosa – Wonderful Another common word, hermoso/hermosa is used for beautiful people, places and things. It's slightly more broad than bello –
translations include beautiful, wonderful, beautiful, or even (in Latin America) noble. Remember when Bello had a cousin named Belleza? Hermoso has a similar relationship with hermosuro, which means beauty. You can also say una hermosura that means beautiful woman. 7. Atractivo/Atractiva – Attractive You
guessed – atractivo/atractiva means attractive. You can use it in much the same way as in English, for people, places or things. El atractivo is also a masculine surname, which means attraction, attraction, or charm. 8. Radiante – Radiante Another word similar to English – radiation means radiation or radiation. It is not
limited to describing people: for example, una mañana radiante means shiny/beautiful morning 9. Precioso/Preciosa – Gorgeous or Lovely You can call a person, place or thing precioso/preciosa. It means they're beautiful or lovely. Even English cognac valuable makes sense: for example, diamonds (diamonds) is a
piedra preciosa (precious stone). 10. Rico/Rica – Cute Rico/Rica usually means rich, or wealthy. When describing the food it also means delicious or delicious. However, rico/rica can also be used with people, places, and things that mean cute or cute. If you use estar to say that a person is rich – e.g. él está rico, it can
also be understood that it means sexy. 11. Mono/Mona – Beautiful Mono/mona is a word with many meanings. As a mono surname, it means monkey – but it is (necessarily) offensive when a human is called mono or mona. When used as an adjectetor, it can mean beautiful or cute. Mono may also mean overall or
overall or overall or slang can be the term for craving or withdrawal symptoms. Just don't confuse it with moña, which means a bun (like a hairstyle) or, in Latin America, a ribbon or bow. 12. Macizo/Maciza – Hot Most literally, macizo/maciza means solid – as in madera maciza (solid wood). It is also a colloquial term in
Spain as attractive. Say that someone is está macizo/a as to say it is hot, hunky, or babe. 13. – Sweet Like Chocolate A candy is a type of small chocolate or candy – the exact type depends on your naïne. It can also mean an attractive person – a beauty or a stunner. Make it a candy lover if you want them to know they
look sweet. 14. Sexy/Sexi – Sexy No rewards for guessing what sexy means – this is a recent import from English. Like many such Anglicismos, orthodoxy is inconsistent. Sometimes it is written in the original English way (sexy), but sometimes it is written as sexi to better match the Spanish spelling rules. 15. Estar
Como un Queso – Like a Cheese Final, a fun slang term from Spain. If someone tells you you're como un queso (like cheese), how do you react? Do they say you have to take a shower? Believe it or not, you get a compliment. Estar como un queso means be attractive/tasty/dreamy/hot. Maybe it's a weird way, but i don't
offend if someone tells you that. They're nice! Or do these legs just stink – who knows? Warning about Hot in Spanish Before we finish, word of warning. If you want to call someone very nice in Spanish, you might think of the English slang term hot – but think twice before calling the Spanish speaker caliente. While this
adjectery literally means hot, someone who is caliente is in fact aroused – and if you're not careful if you tell someone it's a kaliente, it could earn you a slap. You've been warned. Spanish words for beautiful – Your call Are there any beautiful, sexy, cute, shiny, beautiful, or beautiful words that I missed? What are your
favorite ways to compliment a sexy Latino/Latina/Spaniard? Let us know in the comments. And finally... One of the best ways to learn a new language is through podcasts. Learn more about using podcasts to learn a language. Language.
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